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Abstract 

 

This paper presents a new instrument for non-destructive inspection of rock bolts, rock bolt tester (RBT), which 

has been developed and designed in Sweden. RBT is a digital ultrasonic instrument that applies long-range 

ultrasound to investigate bolt status. The instrument uses guided waves that enable inspecting long distances 

(tens of meters) in bars and pipelines. RBT features specially designed ultrasound probe that transmits high-

energy, low frequency (below 100kHz) guided waves and are able to receive weak echoes reflected from the 

discontinuities at the bolt surface as well its end-echo. RBT is a portable instrument that consists of analog 

electronics for generation and reception guided waves and an embedded digital computer for signal processing, 

operator communication and data storage. Test results are displayed at the computer screen in the form of A-

scans. 

Results of the RBT’s evaluation using prepared rock bolts installed at a number of sites (tunnels and mines) are 

presented in the paper.  
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1.  Introduction 
 

When a mine, tunnel or other rock facility is constructed, one of the key issues is staff safety 

as well as minimizing the risk of interference during the work. The most important activity 

after the rock surface has been scaled is to reinforce the roof and the walls. The most common 

way of doing this is installation of rock bolts that are grouted in boreholes and application of 

shotcrete over the surface (cf. Fig. 1). There are many types of anchor rock bolts; typically, 

they take the form of several meters long steel bars with diameter in the range of one inch. 

Nondestructive inspection of rock bolts after their installation is a vital issue to ensure safety 

of staff working at the rock facility as well as sustainable rock reinforcing [1]. 

There are several different issues related to the rock bolt condition: embedment, broken bolts, 

corrosion, dynamic loads, various types of bolts, etc.  

The project RBT/ND (Rock Bolt tester/Non Destructive) was initiated by the Swedish 

company Geosigma AB in 2010 as a consequence of the discussions held at different types of 

work places where rock bolts play a significant role. These discussions concern the 

owner’s/builder’s/operator’s ability to ensure that the rock bolts at a facility are mounted in 

accordance with the predefined requirements.  

The project was initiated, with the aim to develop an instrument that could verify whether or 

not an embedded rock bolt could be approved. When the project started, it assumed a rock 

engineering perspective, however, during the course of the project, the participants learned 

more about ultrasound NDT and material testing. The realization that the issue is one of a 

NDT rather than primarily being one of rock engineering became apparent during the course 

of the project.  

In this paper we present the project’s result – a new instrument for non-destructive inspection 

of rock bolts, Rock Bolt Tester (RBT). RBT is a digital ultrasonic instrument that applies 

long-range ultrasound to investigate bolt’s status. 
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Fig. 1. Rock bolts installed in the rock (left). A typical grouted rock bolt (right). 

 

2.  Guided waves in a rock bolt 
 

The term guided waves refers to the ultrasonic waves that propagate in solid media with hard 

boundaries. This type of ultrasonic waves is subject to both reflection and refraction with the 

boundary of the solid, which results in mode conversion between compression and shear 

waves. Therefore, different guided wave modes can occur in a cylindrical solid. Each of these 

modes has a particular wave structure. This complicates the use of ultrasonic guided waves in 

any industrial inspection since the ultrasonic energy can travel in a number of different 

modes, which are normally dispersive.  The use of guided waves a test principle for rock bolt 

inspection is illustrated in Figure 2 [2]. The dispersion curves presented in the right panel 

illustrate the dependence of different wave modes velocity on the test frequency; L and F 

denote longitudinal (compression modes) and flexural modes, respectively. 

 

  
 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the rock bolt installation using guided waves inspection (left). An example of 

energy velocity dispersion curves for the rock bolt model (right). (Courtesy M.D. Beard & M.J.S. Lowe [2]) 

 

Low frequency bands where a limited number of modes is present are normally used in 

guided wave inspection. 

 

3.  The RBT Instrument 
 

RBT is an ultrasonic instrument that uses guided waves to investigate the bolt status. Using 

guided waves enables NDT of long distances (tens of meters) in pipelines; this technique is 

known as LRUT (long range ultrasound testing). In this technique a pulse-echo mode carried 

out from the free end of the rock bolt is applied; an actuator transmits low frequency (below 

100kHz) guided waves into the inspected bolt. It is anticipated that the guided waves 

propagating through the bolt are reflected at the discontinuities in the bolt to form an echo, 



which is received by the probe. 

The RBT’s probe consists piezoelectric stack actuators and sensors integrated into a single 

handle. The actuators transmit elastic waves, possibly compressional and flexural modes, into 

the rock bolt. An echo formed by the reflections from the discontinuities in the bolt (e.g., air 

pockets) as well as at the bolt end, is received by the sensor. This relies on the principle that 

good grouting will absorb most or all of the wave energy into the rock, leaving only small 

echoes to reach the sensor, whereas insufficient grouting will result in a distinct echo. 

However, if the acoustical impedances of the grout and surrounding rock are very similar, a 

large part of the wave energy might dissipate into the rock before it could reach a major 

defect, which might result in a false signal indicating good grouting.  

This problem is solved by two means: firstly, high energy, wideband pulse trains are 

transmitted, and sensitive piezoelectric elements and a high gain receiver receive the resulting 

echoes. Secondly, the received signal is processed by a special digital filter that performs 

pulse compression resulting in a considerable increase of signal to noise ratio.  

The RBT instrument has been designed using Windows XP and dedicated, digitally controlled 

electronic boards of signal generator and signal receiver were designed. The block diagram 

and the latest version of RBT are shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 3. Schematic block diagram of the RBT instrument (left). RBT instrument (right). 

 

3.  Experimental validation of the RBT instrument 
 

The primary goal of the tests performed using RBT was to verify whether the test bolt meets 

the requirement that it has been well installed. The test sites were set up in Stockholm or in 

the locations close to Stockholm in order to be able to conduct the amount of test 

measurements necessary to verify the performance of RBT in a simple and feasible manner.   

The test sites were set up in the tunnel projects underneath Stockholm, Citybana and Norra 

länken, and in the Dannemora Minaral AB mine in the Northern Uppland.  

At each test site, 22 identical test bolts were installed (one bolt in Norra länken was rejected, 

which means that a total of 65 test bolts have been used).  

The method of creating an operating test bolts with artificial defects enabling technique 

evaluation has been adopted from the NDT industry. This technique is based on a number of 

representative cases that are assumed to apply to a broad class of defects/deviations. Each 

particular defect/deviation is unique, which means that it is impossible to create a test bolt that 

captures all infinite variants.  

The basic hypothesis behind the tests was that the most commonly occurring defects are caused 

by failure to insert the pump hose into the bottom of the bore hole, alternatively by the water-

cement ratio being too high, which leads to the cement-mix slipping out of the hole. In both 



cases, the cavity should be formed in the bottom of the borehole. It is possible that cement-mix 

could slip out of the outer segment of the borehole and form a cavity there, but there the 

damaging effect would be smaller as the embedment at the bottom that is most important.  

The test bolts were manufactured by shielding a certain steel bolt length with plastic tube sealed 

with silicon as shown in Fig. 4 where it can be also seen that plastic end cups were installed on 

many bolts to create uniform conditions for end echo measurements. 

Note that guided waves propagating in grouted bolts are highly attenuated due to the energy 

leakage to the grout. Therefore the end-echo amplitudes correlate strongly to the length of the 

grouted bolt part as well as to the presence of end cups. End cup isolates bolt end from the 

grout and in this way prevents energy leakage. Moreover, the energy leakage and wave 

velocity depend on the grout type, i.e., on the difference in the acoustical impedance between 

the grout and steel used for the rock bolts [3]. 

Approximately 3,000 tests have been conducted during the period October 2012 to April 

2013. The tests that were repeated at various time intervals strive towards obtaining maximum 

echo in the received ultrasonic signal. The most recent test series was performed in July 2014 

after certain instrument improvements. 

 

Fig. 4. Schematic drawings of the prepared bolts used in the tests. White color denotes isolated bolt 

length; red color shows applied end cup. 

 

 

Each presented test curve is representative for the specific type of test bolt. The amplitude can 

vary from one measurement to another, but the important thing is that the RBT instrument is 

capable of verifying an approved bolt with high probability. 

The most recent representative results from the Dannemora Minaral AB mine are presented 

below in the form of amplitude plots (A-scans). A-scan amplitude in the plots (y-axis) is in an 

arbitrary scale that depends on the instrument gain, length of the generated test sequence and 

the digital filter setting. Rock bolt length in the x-axis is calculated based on the wave 

velocity 3000 m/s. 

 



 

 

3.1 Example A-scans obtained for 2.0m bolts 

 

  

Fig. 5. A-scans obtained for the bolt 2000 (perfect grout without end cup) and 2001 (perfect grout with end cup). Note 

difference in the amplitude scale. 

 

From Fig. 5 can be seen that we can get distinct end echo for the 2m bolts and the presence of 

end cup results in a higher end echo. Secondary echo at the distance of 4m is quite well 

pronounced. 

 

3.2 Example A-scans obtained for 3.0m bolts 

 

  

Fig. 6. A-scans obtained for the bolt 3000 (perfect grout without end cup) and 3006 (0.5m long tube in the middle, cup). 

Note slight difference in the amplitude scale. 

 

From Fig. 6 can be seen that we can get distinct end echo for the 3m bolts and a 0.5 m air 

pocket in the middle is clearly indicated. Note the secondary echo at 6m for the bolt 3006. 

 

3.3 Example A-scans obtained for 3.5m bolts 

 

  

Fig. 7. A-scans obtained for the bolt 3506 (perfect grout with end cup) and 3500 (perfect grout without end cup). Note 



slight difference in the amplitude scale. 

 

From Fig. 7 can be seen that we can get distinct end echo for the perfectly grouted 3.5m bolts 

if they are provided with the end cup. 

 

  

Fig. 8. A-scans obtained for the bolt 3501 (1.5m long tube at the end, no end cup) and 3502 (1.5m long tube in the 

middle, end cup). Note considerable difference in the amplitude scale. 

 

From Fig. 8 can be seen that the presence of void in the end of the bolt results in a higher end 

echo that the same void in the middle of the bolt. This seems to be reasonable since the 

middle void results in two distinct echoes that return back a large portion of the wave energy.  

The void at the end decreases the overall attenuation and even the double echo at 7m can be 

distinguished. This means that the test range of 4m can be practically achieved. 

 

4.  Conclusions 

 
We have presented a new UT instrument for the inspection of rock bolts using guided waves. 

The instrument consists of two analog electronic boards (pulse generator and receiver) and an 

embedded PC operating under Win XP. The instrument is provided with a specially designed 

handheld probe including a separate transmitter and receiver. The instrument is operated from 

a graphic user interface presented in a standard Win screen and all its settings are digitally 

controlled.  

Excellent test results were obtained in the field (tunnels and mines) – it has been verified that 

end echoes for 3.5 to 4m long rock bolts could be detected and artificially introduced voids of 

the lengths 0.5 m and more could be reliably detected. 
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